Welcome

We are pleased to share our ninth CGEST Monthly E-Newsletter! We have a special selection of content for this month's edition of the Newsletter, and we are excited to share this with you.

Kim's Corner

Welcome to our July newsletter! As Director of CGEST, I am privileged to travel and meet with community leaders, policy makers, educators, and industry leaders to talk about the issue closest to my heart: why it's important to transform STEM fields. In the coming months, I will feature a brief discussion of how the philosophies, values, and educational commitments of intersectionality, culturally responsive education, and a commitment to social justice guide our work. This month I talk about the importance of intersectionality in STEM.

Kim's Corner Blog

4th Annual Women of Color STEM Collaborative

We have partnered with Entrepreneurship + Innovation, Hawaiian Pacific University, the National Academies of Science, the Kapor Center, and Kohala Institute to bring you the next Women of Color Summit. Please mark your calendar to join us on March 18-20th 2020, in Hawai'i. Click on the flyer (above) to be navigated to our website to sign up for more information!

CompuPower Mentor Teacher Training

Our 2019-20 CompuPower Mentor-Teachers attended a Professional Development at the CGEST office on June 24-25, 2019. The Mentor-Teachers learned about the basics of the CompuPower program and how to best implement Culturally Responsive practices in the classroom while utilizing a variety of technology.

Tote + Pears Podcast

Amber at Totes + Pears sits down with Dr. Kimberly A. Scott to discuss the erasure of women of color in public spaces and what she's doing to fix it.

Tote + Pears Podcast Blog

CGEST Blog

Dr. Steve Elliot, Postdoctoral Scholar

CGEST Postdoc Steve Elliott presented NSF-funded network analyses at two scholarly conferences in May. Please take a moment to read his insightful blog post!

Steve's Blog Post

CGEST Welcomes...

Sophia Casten, Research Intern

CGEST welcomes Sophia Casten, summer Intern for the Center. Please take a moment to watch this interview where she explains her motivations for joining CGEST as well as her ambitions and goals whilst here at the Center.

Gabrielle Swindle, Outreach Specialist

CGEST welcomes Gabrielle Swindle, outreach specialist for the CompuPower Program at the Center. Please take a moment to watch this interview where she explains her motivations for joining CGEST as well as her ambitions and goals whilst here at the Center.

Upcoming Opportunities

Women of Color Summit, March 18-20th 2020 - This will be held on March 18-20th 2020, in Hawai'i! Please check out the save the date flyer above - we are still planning and coordinating the specifics, all will be released in the near future!

Thank you for Reading!

Our center is committed to exploring, identifying, and creating innovative scholarship about underrepresented girls and women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). The CGEST E-Newsletter provides updates on each of our areas of work and share upcoming opportunities for involvement and support and was created by Oliver Dean, Media Relations & Communications Coordinator for CGEST.

We hope you enjoy the material and would love to hear from you regarding any feedback you may have.

We invite you to follow us on our various social media platforms to stay up to date!

Give to CGEST

To view this email as a web page, go here.